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Gunther Schuler To Lecture Whims of Henry VIII Are F·ocus 
Here On 'The Third Stream' Of f Th Th d D " 
The Rol>E:rt -~hal Brown been commissioned by such groups '' Anne O e ousan ays 
Lecture Senes- will present Dr. as the Ford Foundation, •the 
Gunther Schuler, Director of The New York City Ballet, and the 
New England Conservatory of Donaueschingen Festival of Con. 
Music, as guest lecturer on Mon- temporary Music. In 1963, Dr. 
day, March 13, at Rhode Island Schuler won the Darius Milh.aud 
College. Dr. Schuler, a noted com- Award for the -best film score for 
poser and conductor, will speak on the Polish film "Yesterday In 
The drama department's next 
attraction Is "Anne Of The 
Thousand Days," by Maxwell An-
derson. Prof. Joseph Graham is 
directing this 'not so famous play 
about the famous and infamous 
Henry VIII of England. Ronald 
McLarty, who Mr. Graham des-
cribed as a near· reincarnation of 
old Henry, will play the lead, and 
Mary Agnes Langlois shares the 
marquee as Anne Boleyn. Other 
members of the cast are-: Eugene 
Brickach, Ted Ford, Maripat Lom-
bardi, Maria Doumato, Gordon 
Bellemer, Bruce Page, Fred Rabi-
doillC, Gordon Halliday, Paul Trent, 
Leon Paparella, Shirley Stoyko, 
Linda Dickie, Roger Parent, Rus-
sell Sylvestre, Paul Remillard, 
William Smith, Lorna ;Messerlian, 
iMary Martins, Elaine Bentley. 
The play is mainly concerned 
with the romance of Henry and 
Anne, and the historical details 
are merely a background. This 
flash-back play, which is written 
in free verse, introduces us to 
Anne and Henry at the time when 
Henry wants her for a mistress. 
Anne holds him off for five years 
·until Henry, because hls wife, 
Catherine, fails to supplY-him with 
a legitimate 'heir, finally marries 
Anne. This marriage caused the 
break in the Church •between Eng-
land and Rome and was followed 
by the famous Act of Supremacy 
declaring Henry VIII as the head 
of the Church of England. 
the topic "The Third Stream." Fact." 
This' term, which was originated Dr. Schuler is also noted for his 
by Dr. Schuler, is used by him accomplishments as a conductor, 
"in reference to music that con-
solidates concepts of contemporary 
classical music and avant garde 
jazz." 
Dr. Schuler, who has an inter-
national reputation as a composer, 
conductor, performer, and writer, 
is also a Professor of Music at 
Yale University ·and also has been 
chairman of the composition de-
partment at the Berkshire Festi-
val _at Tanglewood. He ·was born 
in 1925, the son of a violinist with 
the New York Philharmonic Or-
chestra, and iby the age of seven-
teen was first chair French horn 
in the Cincinnati Symphony Or-
chestra. 
In 1962, the Oxford Univ~rsity 
Press published "Horn Technique," 
and Dr. Schuler is presently work-
- ing on an analytical study of jazz 
for the same publishers. He has 
also published many articles on 
jazz previous to it.his, including his 
work on "the third stream." 
As a composer, Dr. Schuler has 
worked under the Commission of 
the Hamburg State Opera on a 
jazz-oriented opera entitled "The 
Visitation," which had its pre-
miere performance in October of 
1966, in Germany, and received-
international critical acclaim. His 
recent compositions also include 
"Gala Music," written for the 
75th Anniversary of the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra and "Sacred 
Cantata," composed for the Ameri-
can Guild of Organists. He has 
This Week JU mt 
March 8 - Lecture 'by Ronald 
Stenning on the topic "Poverty 
in the Affluent Society." 4:00 
p.m., Coffee House - Film, 
"The Religious Revolution and 
the Void" sponsored by the-RIC 
Chaplaincy Program, Amos As-
sembly, 3:00 and 8:00 p.m. 
March 9- March 11 - Rhode Is-
land College Theatre Production 
of Maxwell Anderson's "Anne of 
the Thousand Days" Robert 
Auditorium, directed by Profes-
sor Joseph Graham. 
March 11 - History colloquium, 
Professor Harry Graff. 
March 13 - History Symposium 
on American Slavery, featuring 
Mr. Stanley Elkins, Mr. Eugene 
Genovese, and Miss Willie I.;ee 
Rose. 3:00 p.m., Student Center 
Lounge - Lecture by Dr. Gun-
ther Schuler, Director of the 
New England Conservatory of 
Music, on the topic "The Third 
Stream." 8:00 p.m. Mann Audi-
torium. 
and organized a series of concerts 
in Carnegie Hall on the subject of 
"Twentieth Century Innovations." 
He has also been guest conductor 
with many symphony orchestras, 
including the New York Philhar-
monic Orchestra, the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, the Chicago and 
Cleveland Symphony Orchestras, 
and also· the BBC Symphony Or-
chestra, the Reykjavik Orch~stra 
(Iceland), and others as well. The. 
European premiere of the Ives 
Fourth Symphony was conducted 
by Dr. Schuler in a Berlin con-
cert. And, in May of 1966, he con-
ducted the Festival of Am..irican 
Music with the Radio Orchestra 
of the French Radio, sponsored 
jointly by the American State De-
partment and •the French Radio. 
The lecture is scheduled for 
8:00 p.m. in the Horace Mann 
Auditorium. 
Ronald McLa.rty as Henry VIII and Mary Agnes Langlois as Anne 
Boleyn during rehearsal for "Anne of the Thousand Days.'' · 
Survey of Faculty Shows Opposition 
To Existing Probationary System 
The faculty of RIC does not dropped as president of the "An example in athle
tics could 
Anne could not keep Henry in-
terested for long; four years after 
their marriage he had her behead-
ed on a trumped-up charge of 
unfaithfulness. Henry and Arure 
did, however, have a daughter 
during the short-lived marriage. 
Her name was Elizabeth, and she 
was later called the Good Queen 
Bess. Ironically, Henry tossed her 
off for a nothing when she was 
born. 
The director, Mr. Graham, feels 
the play has much significance 
today, because it is a powerful 
love story dealing with a dynamic 
love spurred on by people with an 
unquenchable lust f6r power. The 
play is scheduled to run March 
ninth through the eleventh at RIC. 
Tickets are available at Roberts 
Hall box · office. Admission is 
free to students on presentation of 
an ID card and cost one dollar 
otherwise. Curtain time is 
8:30 p.m. 
Divergent Opinion A 
Highlight of Symposium 
approve of the academic pro- 'Reader's Club' but waste more he when two memb
ers of your 
bation system employed by time watching T.V." as another team go on probati
on mid-way 
their college. This is the major faculty member put it, "Fear through the season, 
(possible in 
result of the Anchor sampling of punishment USWl.lly has a , basketball and wres
tling). Your 
of faculty opinion. Of the 32 more deterent effect upon be- season's record up 
to this point 
who answered the question- havior than does the punish- has been going fai
rly well and 
naire ciruclated by the Anchor ment itself, especially a punish- all fifteen team m
embers have 
among the teaching members ment an individual knows he been working tow
ards a fine 
of the faculty, seven approved must undergo for ,four months. record for as lo
ng as four 
of the system, twenty-two were If the fear of probation does months. However, 
the two men 
opposed, and the rest diQ not not pressure a student to per- are lost, the .team 
finishes the 
express approval or disapproval. forqi, then probation itself is season without th
eir services, The History Department has 
The probationary system is likely to merely cause resent- and a poor record res
ults. Is it invited th ree· noted historians of 
based on a set of minimum in- ment." fair to the other th
irteen boys,, ,the Civil War period to participate 
dexes. At the end of each Another frequent complaint is it fair to the 
coach, is it in the annual ,symposium Which 
semester, (except the first) the of these who r~ponded to the fair to the college?
" will be held this year in the Mixed 
student is required to have a questionnaire was that the Another persisten
t complaint Lounge of the Student Center on 
· certain minimum index to re- system penalized the school as of the faculty was 
that the Monday, March 13, at 3 :00 p.m. 
main in school. These minimums much as the students on pro- indexes were too 
low. As Dr. These three experts are Stanley 
range from 1.45 required at the bation. As Mr. Graham, who is Elizabeth Colling, 
Professor of Elkins of Smith College, Eugene 
end of the second semester to deeply involved in Theatre, put Elementary Educati
on, express- D. Genovese of Rutgers University 
2.00 required for graduation. A it, " . . . it is also true that ed the problem, "F
reshmen find and Willie Lee Rose of the Uni-
student is placed on academic serious disruption of the athle- it (the I probation 
system) so versity of Virginia. The symposium 
probation if his index is high tic, theatre, and other programs liberal that they 
overlook the will begin with the three partici-
enough for him to remain in which bridge two semesters difficulty in raising 
an average." pants discussing topics presented 
school, but is not as hfgh as occurs when participants ,are Related to this 
complaint to them by Miss Doris W. Dash€W, 
the minimum required at the assigned when eligible in the about the standar
ds was a of the RIC History Department, 
end of the following 'semester. first semester and then removed complaint that st
udents were w'ho will be moderator of the 
A person on probation is not from these activities when they allowed to stay in
 college who event. There will •be no set 
allowed to participate in inter- go on probation in the second. will never meet the
 standards speeches at th is symposium. 
collegiate activities, nor to re- Not only is this student's in- for -graduation. 
The symposium will provide 
present the college _in extra- tegrity as a motivated, respon- Finally, a complain
t was Elkins and Genovese with their 
curricular activities such as sible person hurt, <but fellow voiced that the sys
tem was too firSt opportunity to discuss their 
dramatics, nor to hold an office performers and the entire paternalistic. "As impor
tant as dispute over Elkins' Slavery. This 
in extra-curricular organiza- school are disregarded in a protective devices 
are for some book represented a new approach 
tions. shameful way, as if their efforts students, it is not 
obvious that to th e subject and tried to apply 
T11,e main complaint of the and reputations were of little students should be 
protected sociology and psychology to the 
faculty was that the system is account." from all of the p
ossible mis- slave problem. Among other things, 
unrealistic. As one . facutly A member of the Physical takes that they m
ay make." it compared the slavery of North 
member commented, "He (the Education Department express- · The faculty wer
e also asked America and that of South America March 14 - Music 
Recital by, 
Professor Robert Boberg, 1 :00 
p.m., Little Theatre, Roberts 
Hall. 
probatjon,ary student) may oe ed a similar position. He said, SURVEY Page 4 and treated the psychological ef-
1---------------------------------------•,, SYMPOSIUM Page 6 
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EDITORIALS 
Dr. Horn Has Some Explaining To Do 
Last Wednesday evening, Dr. Francis 
H. Horn of the University of Rhode Island 
announced his resignation as President of' 
that institution, effective August 31 of this 
year. At the same time, he made it known 
that a primary reason for his resignation 
was the hope that it would hasten the mer-
ger of the University and Rhode Island 
College, a merger which he feels is in the' 
best interests of the state and its citizens. 
Not unexpectedly, this proposal met with 
immediate and unequivocal rejection here 
at the College, as students, faculty and ad-
ministration almost without exception en:-
dorsed Acting President ~harles B. Wil-
lard's censure of Dr. Horn's newly proposed 
framework. 
dependent lines and thus have significantly 
varying ambitions and philosophies. To 
suddenly discard or distort one in favor of 
the other would be to subtract from the 
constructive diversity which the two in-
stitutions presently offer. It was this very 
thought that Dr. Willard had in mind when 
he said before the R.I.C. faculty last Thurs-
day, "Each of the. institutions has devel-
oped an integrity of its own. Each has a 
character, a tone, a tradition, and it is good 







Unfortunately, many of the specific im-
plications of Dr. Horn's proposal have not 
yet been made public. Should the merger 
eventually take place, it quite possibly 
would entail significant revisions for both 
institutions in such areas as administration, 
curricula, tuitions, etc. - changes which at 
this early date can be accurately predicted_ 
only by those most intimately associated 
with higher public education in this state.
1 
It would be difficult, therefore, to categori-, 
cally condemn the view of either Dr. Horn; 
or Dr. Willard until all of the pertinent! 
evidence has been presented. 
The possibility should be examined that 
Dr. Horn's view of the relationship be-
tween the two schools is considerably more 
parochial. A tireless worker, his accomplish-
ments speak for themselves in terms of the 
physical and academic expansion the Uni-
versity has undergone during his nine year 
stay as President. There are, however, still 
problems to be solved on the Kingston 1 ____ ~-------------------
campus, and ,the key to Dr. Horn's stand 
that an R.I.C.-U.R.I. merger is in order is 
the possibility that the demise of the for-
mer could be the solution to those problems. 
Let us examine, however, the evidence 
which is on hand. In distinct contrast tol 
Dr. Williard, whose arguments against t~ei 
merger have been both clear and detailed, 
Dr, Horn has thus far dealt exclusively in 
generalities. He has, for instance, stated 
that the union of the two schools is desper-
ately needed from a financial point of view, 
but conspicuous in their absence have be~n 
facts and figures to substantiate this claim., 
If indeed this statement is true, why ha 
not Dr. Horn extended upon it? 
It is no secret, for instance, that Dr. 
Horn is concerned over the lack of a Uni-
versity campus in Providence, a situation 
quickly remedied by the acquisition of the 
fast developing plant at R.I.C. Likewise is 
he dismayed concerning the frequent and 
costly overlapping of curricula that pres-
ently is characteristic of the University and 
College programs. Once again the obvious 
answer is to eliminate one of the conflicting 
parties. 
Upon announcing his resignation last 
Wednesday, Dr. Horn took great care to 
clarify that his position on the merger was 
not dictated by a desire to be an "empire 
builder." Yet should the Board of Trustees 
decide to enact his proposal, an empire will 
be built. The union of the University of 
Rhode Island the Rhode Island College will 
Aside fr?m this r~ther _amorphous ref- make U.R.I. an obviously more impressive 
eren~e to fiscal conside_ratwns, th e U.R.I. concern. But should this affluence be gained 
President has not submitted to the people t th f f N E 1 d' 
f Rh d I 1 d 
. . a e expense o one o ew ng an s 
o o e s an any rat10nale, viable or f · t t t 11 th · will b 
h 
. f . . mes s a e co eges, e price e un-
ot erwise, or implementmg the merger · t'f' bl b't t h' h h JUS i ia y exor i an . 
w ic e proposes. • Dr. Horn feels that the merger is in the 
Meanwhile, the reasons for not merging __ best interests of the state of Rhode Island, 
are more immediately recognizable. Al-' but he will have to make the advantages of 
though both are state supported, U.R.I. and the merger considerably more evident if he 
R.I.C. have developed along completely in- is to substantiate that view. 
Letters to the Editor 
Dear Editor: the students to decide whether or 
At a recent Student Senate not to increase the Activity Fee. 
meeting I attended, the proposed I would encourage all students 
increase in the Student Activity who want a voice in this affair 
Fee from $30.00 to $50.00 was dis- to sign the petition. 
cussed. The general concensus Sincerely, 
seemed to be that the Student Paul Brown 
Body should have no voice in the 
fee increase. When a member of Dear Editor: 
the Administration expressed the Thank you for sending me your 
view that the student should be queStionnaire concerning proba-
allowed to vote on this issue, one tion. 
of the Senators said that the Sen- I have taken steps through the 
channels appropriate for faculty 
ate should "get around it" if they 
could. The Senate apparently felt 
that if the increase were put up 
for a vote by the Student Body, 
it would be defeated, and there-
fore the students should not be 
allowed to vote. 
The Student Activity Fee is 
supposedly for the benfit of the 
students. Why shouldn't we, as 
students, be allowed to decide if 
we want these benefits? The Sen-
ate wants to force these "benefits" 
on us regardless of whether we 
want them or not - a philosophy 
more like an Orwellian "Big 
Brother" government than that of 
a democratic legislature. 
action, to help bring about 
changes. I think this method 
makes for better feeling between 
students, faculty and administra-
tion. 
I think your interest in the sub-
ject is commendable, and, if your 
efforts resulted in a poll of stu-
dent opinion, it might be helpful. 
Fannie Helen Melcer 
Sponsor, Rhode Island 
College Dance Company 
Dear Editor: 
Recently I placed an envelope 
containing color slides of the Stan 
Getz performance in the Student 
mailbox. This envelope is now 
missing. The slides are very im-
portant and I would appreciate 
it if anyone knows the where-
abouts of thes~ slides, they would 
return them to the mailbox or 
contact the Janus office. 
Thank you, 
Our Questionnaire Went Unanswered 
According to Article XII, Sec-
tion I of the Senate Constitution, 
the Senate can be forced to discuss 
any subject by means of a peti-
tion containing the names of ten 
per cent of the student body. At 
present, several copies are being 
circulated of a petition to allow 
The ANCHOR 
Donna Lynch 
Elsewhere in this issue there are printed 
the results of the recent survey of faculty 
sentiment on the subject of academic pro-
bation. Most significant in this survey is 
the fact that only thirty-two of over two 
hundred teaching faculty answered the' 
brief questionnaire the Anchor sent them. 
That percentage, which is about 15%, is dis-
couraging to say the least. 
We have often spoke of the general 
apathy which seems to infect this campus, 
but so far our attacks have been directed 
against the students and not against the 
faculty. Now, however, it is their turn to 
be criticized. 
They were given a questionnaire on 
Monday, February 20. This questionnaire 
consisted of four short questions on the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the existing 
academic probation system. Presumably, 
this is a topic of interest to them since pro-
bationary status ultimately depends on the "Ao Independent mident voice." Published by the studenh of Rhode lslal)d C<illti• 
grades they give their students. . T~• edltorl•I opinions expressed on this p19e are solely those approved by tb• 
ed1tor11I board of THE ANCHOR, and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
This was a chance for the teachers to Rho.de Island College or the Board of Trustees of State Colleges. 
~~fr~::s li~~~~h~~~~~e ~~ve~ :i~~~s~\~~ ~~f :i~t;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· j ~  ~~ ~~ 
FEATURE EDITOR ............... ____ ...................... _____ Jayn_e RoOAq 
swer the survey, and this period was ex- SPORTS EDITOR .................................................................................... Francis P. Ford 
tended another week to give them more EDITORS-AT-LARG ...... ·---- ......................... James Ha,w~h E ............................................ Constance Flanagan, Ruth O Brien 
time. Still, only thirty-two replies were ADVISOR Lynnann LovelHs 
received. PHOTOGRAPHERS .............................................................................. Cathryn A. Ducay 
CIRCULATION M ................................................................ Donna Lynch, Bill Keach :~~= 1&¥i::t:i:=:1~~~~~. ~:J~1!~~ ;:i~:;~ :: :;: ;:: :::i:i;'.i}i,~$ ~~~ 
to us by interoffice mail! We think not. We Linda Chappelle, Bob .a.rube, Maureen Neville, Beb Wojcik, ·Ruth Turcotte: 
Roger Arsena~lt, Be~nt• Dulude, Mike Kennedy, Barbara Theberge, JamM 
think that lack of sufficient interest is the, W~de, J~an Si:nonell,, Joan Sarro, Francine Stockley, Dick Lawrence, Lindsey 
al bl Knight, Bill Smith, Donald Raleigh, Ray Micku~ and Jack Amaral 
re pro em. MAKE UP STAFF ........................................................ Barbara Theberge, L~nn Beattie 
If the teachers at Rhode Island College Publica:o1n Office: Roo
m 203 Student Center, Rhode Island College Providence 
are so apathetic, is it any wonder that the · · 02908· Phone: 831-6600. Extension 370. ' ' 
students are also? Rep~•Hnted for no1tional •dvertisin9 by Netlonal Educational Advertlsint Serv1oe, lnGOrporo1ted. 
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CAP AND GOWN DAY CONVOCATION 
The Cap and Gown Day Convocation will be held on Friday, 
May 5, 1967 at 1:00 p.m. As this is a change from the sched:1led 
date I am making this announcement early to allow for neces-
sar/ adjustments of programs. During the week_ of May 1, 
classes and meetings scheduled for 1:00 p.m. on Friday, May 5, 
will meet at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday, May 2, the time originally 
scheduled for the Cap and Gown Day Convocation. 
Charles B. Willard 
Acting President 
TELEPHONING OF ABSENCES TO THE OFFICE 
OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS 
At this time, I wish to ask that all students and faculty 
review the College Regulations in the Handbook and Faculty 
Manual concerning the College Attendance Plan. You wll note 
that nowhere has there been any indication that absences should 
be called in by phone. Recently, there has been considerable 
difficulty with the volume of telephone calls rec~ived. 
I am not certain just why or how the practice began that 
absences should be phoned in. It is more than the problem of 
handling phone calls which concerns me. This practice tends 
to defeat the philosophy of our Attendance Policy which states 
that the student assumes full responsibility for attendance. Con-
sequently, at this fime you are being asked to consider absence 
from class in the spirit in which the Policy was developed. Stu-
dents are requested to handle their matter of absence from 
class with the particular professor. · 
The Office of the Dean of Students is interested when spe-
cial circumstances do prevail and urges that a student's absen<;e 
be reported by telephone when the following apply: 3?eat~ m 
the immediate family; an extended illness; emergency s1tuat10ns 
·such a;; an automobile accident; aqd a problem ~f person~! or 
medical nature in the family situation which will necessitate 
an extended absence on the part of the student. 
Your cooperation will be appreciated in this manner. 
Dorothy R. Mierzwa 
Dean of Students 
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS 
The following agencies and school systems will be on cam-
pus to interview students during the coming week: 






· Cayuga County, New York 
Red Cross 
Johnston, R. I. 
Providence, R. I. 
Cranston, R. I. 
Bronxville, New York 
Providence, R. I. 
Sayville, New York 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Poughkeepsie, New York 
Mary G. Davey 
Dorothy Zimmering 
Placement Service 
CAMPUS RULES ON CARD PLAYING 
On top of enjoying gourmet snacks and intellectual discus-
sions in the cafeteria area of the Student Center, several 
students have also taken to playing cards for fun, or profit, or 
both. Since it is against the law to gamble, and it is difficult to 
distinguish the fun from the profit in these pasteboard pastimes, 
card playing is verboten. It is also taboo. . 
In the past the penalties for a protracted penchant to m-
dulge in card games after repeated rem~ders to the contr~y, 
have led to rather severe remedial renderings. So please desist 
from this particular dalliance and make a change if play you 
must; say chess, or checkers, or even tiddlywinks - the inter-
nationals are coming up a month hence and it's never too late to 
start. 
Pennell S. Eustis 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Mr. Peter Davison 
Meet the Faculty: 
/ailFor Life Rather Tha11: Vietn~m 
by Ray Mickus 
Once again the Anchor takes 
pride in presenting to its readers 
a brief biography of a faculty 
member, this time a relative new-
comer. Meet David A. Raboy, In-
structor of Anthropology and .So-
ciology. I 
Mr. Raboy was born in West-
chester County in New York 
State. His family owned a large 
piece of property with a large 
house and a large barn, and this 
is where he grew to be a strong, 
young man. 
A small, one-room schoolhouse, 
painted a "gay" administrative 
gray, was to be his only source 
of tutelage from the kindergarten 
through the sixth grade. High 
school was a little different since 
it was in a somewhat larger build-
ing at John Jay High, but !!. 
change in attitude did not accom-
pany the change in schools. Mr. 
Raboy was just as unenthusiastic 
as ever. This was due, in part, to 
the anti-Semitism which, he feels, 
was practiced by various students 
and administrators of the schools. 
The boys would often provoke 
him to fight because he was Jew-
ish. But by the time he became 
a junior in high school, he was 
seldom taunted because he was 
bigger by then and many of the 
troublemakers had left school. 
The Raboy family was closely 
knit in general because of its so-
cial isolation in Westchester. David 
was a little different because he 
liked to go off on his own, par-
Mr. David A. 
0
Raboy 
ticularly on · hunting trips, and 
liked to be alone for a time. An-
other of his interests was horses 
and he had six of them during his 
pre-College days. 
About the only thing that inter-
ested Mr. Raboy in high school 
was wrestling. He was in the 156-
pound class but there was another 
student in the same class. There-
fore, before every interschool 
match, Mr. Raboy had to wrestle 
for the right to represent the 
school. While Raboy was at that 
high school, that other wrestler 
never represented the school! 
Mr. Raboy graduated from higl:) 
school in 1959 and applied to sev-
eral colleges. He also tarlughtnofa 
A Maddening Night of 
''Madness In Poetry" 
BY LYNNANN LOVELESS 
The topic was "Madness in 
Modern Poetry." It was the sec-
ond lecture of the Robert Marshal 
Brown Lecture Series and Peter 
Davison, notable poet, editor, and 
publisher was the speaker. Yet 
what began at 8:00 p.m. in Mann 
Auditorium was a bit of madness 
in itself. 
Instead of speaking about "Mad-
ness in Modern Poetry," Mr. Dav-
ison read poems concerning the 
subject of madness. The ·poems in-
cluded his own "In Season" which 
ironically concentrates on the 
fashionable aspects of madness. 
Other poems were the lovers of 
madness section from Shakes-
peare's A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, and Blake's "Mad Song" 
from "Song of Experience." Mr. 
Davison touched on many other 
poets and poems concerning mad-
ness - A. E. Houseman and sui-
cide, Yeats and "Why Should Not 
Old Men Be Mad'?", Emily Dickin-
son and "Much Madness." 
Yet there didn't appear to be 
any reason for the poems he had 
chosen. They were related to each 
other in subject matter only. It 
was a circle without direction. 
There was a vague sort of confu-
sion in hearing these poems lapped 
together with Anne Sexton's "Flee 
on Your Donkey," Robert Lowell's 
"Night Sweat," and. Eliza:beth 
Bishop's "Visits to St. Elizabeth." 
>Mr. Davison did ·little to drear up 
this confusion. 
Admittedly he was not a lec-
turer. He said so at the beginning 
of his readings, but he said noth-
ing or at least very little about 
madness in modern poetry .• He 
simply read poetry. He was a very 
effective and sensitive reader who 
could be heard quite clearly de-
spite the buzzing sound produced 
while the program was being 
taped. His readings were excel-
lent as was his topic. It was un-
fortunate that he did not develop 
it. To my knowledge, Shakespeare 
and Blake are Elizabethan and 
Romantic, not modern poets. I 
therefore assumed that they were 
included as background material 
to show the history of madness in 
poetry. On this point, however, I 
am uncertain. 
Mr. Davison began his lecture 
by quot~g Robert Frost's defini-
tion of poetry being "a momen-
tary stay against confusion." The 
"momentary stay" Tuesday night 
was the discussion period which 
followed the readings. In this per-
iod, open to the audience, Mr. 
Davison said he chose the topic 
"Madness in Modern Poetry" be-
cause it intrigued him. At this 
time it was also mentioned that 
one could push a notion a bit too 
far which was perhaps what he 
had done. 
His own poems, including, "The 
Collector" and "The Plausible 
man," were extremely witty, and 
"To a Mad Friend" was excellent. 
Perhaps Mr·. Davison should have 
concentrated on the theme of 
madness in his own poetry rather 
than in modern poetry per se. He 
did, however, make a good point 
when he said that madness was 
found in all the arts: dissonance 
in music, violence in art, madness 
in avant garde drama. Yes, the 
subject of madnes;; in modern 
poetry is intriguing, but Mr. Dav-
ison's treatment of it was, to say 
the least, maddening. 
eral colleges. He also toyed· with 
the idea of becoming a truck driv-
er. Both Boston University and-
the University of Toledo accepted 
him and he decided on the latter. 
A double major of sociology and 
psychology with 'a minor in his-
tory made up his academic diet. 
In his junior year of college, 
school sickened him and he with-
drew. He built a bed info the 
back of his car and traveled about 
the United States and Mexico for 
a year. In Texas, he entered sev-
eral rodeos and had the traumatic 
experience of being kicked in the 
leg by a bull he was at.tempting 
to ride. His ride lasted for a J;)rief 
second before the launching. 
From Texas, he traveled to 
Mexico and went as far South as 
Yucatan. A revolution prevented 
him from going to Guatemala iand 
Mr. Raboy returned to the United 
States. A grand total of nine dol-
lars in his pockets provided an in-
centive to get an immediate job. 
After several jobs in Arizona, 
he went to San Francisco · and 
worked on the Embarcadero, the 
famous San Francisco waterfront. 
His job was to unload boo.ts load-
ed with bananas and hides. The 
hides were rotted and maggot-
infested and the banana boats con-
tained tarantulas and snakes. 
This year of travel convinced 
him to return to college and earn 
his B.A. He developed an interest 
in college teaching and applied 
for graduate work. He accepted 
a teaching assistantship at Clark 
University in 1963 and received 
his Masters in 1965. 
Mr. Raboy enjoys teaching and, 
although he admits that money is 
important, he would not enter in-
dustry for higher wages. He likes 
the younger faculty because of 
their high spirit. · 
He says that his basic philoso-
phy in life is "Do whatever you -
want whenever you want providing 
you don't hurt others; you should 
PROF. RABOY Page 4. 
Columbia Prof. Speaks 
In Colloquium Seri-es 
The History Department and 
the Rhode Island College of Phi 
Alpha Theta have invited Profes-
sor Henry Franklin Graff, Chair-
man of the History Department of 
Columbia University in New York 
City, to present the main speech 
at the sixth session 'of the History 
Colloquium on Sati..µ-day, March 
11, at 9:30 a.m., in Horace Mann 
Auditorium. Thre session is open 
to all and students of RIC are 
especially invited. The topic of the 
lecture is "The Need to Renovate 
the Past." 
Dr. Graff is a nationally known 
speaker and is listed in Who's Who 
in America. After receiving a B.S. 
from the College of the City of 
New York in 1941, an M.A. from 
Columbia in 1942, and Ms Ph.D. 
from Columbia in 1949, he taught 
at the City College before starting 
his career at Columbia in 1946 as 
an instructor of History. Dr.-
Graff rose to the rank of associate 
professor and became Department 
head in 1961. He has also lectured 
at Vassar College, and served in 
the Armed Forces from 1942 to 
1946 and was cited by the War 
Department. 
While at Columbia, he has been 
a member of the publicity com-
mittee of the Columbia University 
Press and, between 1959 and 1963, 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
to mention the advantages they 
saw in the academic probation 
system. The most frequent re-
sponse, was that the system pro-
vides a warning to the student in 
trouble. "It provides a means of 
warning the marginal student -
whatever be the reason for his 
poor performance being left up to 
him - that his performance is 
marginal. And, it applies mildy 
unpleasant sanctions in support." 
Several faculty members men-
tioned that the provision on extra-
curricular activities reduces the 
distractions of college life. "For 
some (students) it is easy to be 
enticed into frittering away time 
on extra-curricular act iv i tie s, 
which are truely that ... provid-
ing fun and sociability more than 
any other value. These students 
need stern guidance if they are 
to survive until adequate study 
habits can be established." Note 
that these people are. in conflict 
with those who considered the 
probationary rule too paternalis-
~--- 1 tic. This is part of the basic dis-
The Faculty, ofCourse I 
by Francis P. Ford 
The faculty scored a resounding victory over the 
combined forces of Zeta Chi and Sigma Mu Delta 
in the annual basketball game of the year. The 
losers managed to obscure the final outcome 
through their control of the scoreboard but all ra-
tional men recognized the triumph of the faculty. 
To achieve their victory, the faculty were forced 
to resort to illegal methods to counter the perfid-
ious stratagems of the enemy. It was obvious from 
the beginning that both sides had come only to 
win the game and did not care how they did it. 
Since cheating was allowed, the faculty, blessed 
with the likes of Blank and Patrucco, could not 
possibly lose. 
Patrucco's legions began their campaign with 
an 'Original Six' team of Foley, Blank, Wilson, Peck, 
Puretz, and Scott. They rolled up the score through 
strictly legal means, one of Mr. Patrucco's new 
strategies for this season, until the students found 
themselves on the wrong side of a 15-2 score at the 
end of the first of the 8-minute quarters. 
It was at this point that the students began 
"escalating," to use the expression of Barry Schiller 
of the faculty team. When the second quarter began, 
the score had mysteriously become 15-12. 
The faculty began counter-escalating immediate-
ly with such tactics as aiming at the wrong basket. 
This so befuddled the students that they were forced 
to introduce another ball into the game but the fa-
culW survived. 
Then the faculty turned on their full force. A 
specialty team of 'Chirtese Bandits,' which had been 
used off and on up to this point, came into their 
own. This team consisted of Nebiker, Taylor, Strat-
ton, Schiller, and the Misters Klaiber and Jacobs. 
They were aided by Alice Jacobs and Ruth Klaiber. 
The 'Bandits' used soccer kicks, foot passing, and 
a piggyback shot with Mr. Klaiber on Taylor's 
back to completely baffle the students. 
In the late moments of play, Mr. Patrucco un-
leashed his ultimate weapon, Rev. Peck and a dime. 
The good chaplain and his dime were able to buy 
an insurance point, a point the faculty did not need 
in the long run. 
Mr. Patrucco, in a final moment of glory, had 
this to say about the game. "It was a great victory. 
The keys to victory were craftiness, lack of scru-
ples, and adherance to my basic slogan: Pacifism 
has no place on the basketball court." 
Next year the faculty keeps score! 
The Students, Who Else I 
by Mike Kennedy 
Jumpin' Jane Healey of Sigma Mu Delta hit two 
pressure-packed free throws in the final second to 
give the students a stunning 63-62 victory over the 
faculty in the annual student-faculty game. 
The sisters of Zeta Chi and the brothers of Sig-
ma Mu Delta teamed up to trounce the less talented 
faculty. It was rumored that the game would be 
protested on the grounds that the official scorer 
cheated. But since faculty members are known to 
be stingy with points it seems only faj.r that some-
one should give the students a few points. 
Coach Armand Patrucco wielded his "Big Cane" 
in building up an early faculty lead. Leapin' Larry 
Stratton and Dynamite Dick Peck seemed to be 
playing football as they continually mauled the stu-
dents. Stratton came through on many third and 
five situations. 
But it was Jarrin' Jason Blank who stole the 
show and also the skirt of Bill Barney. But Zeta 
Chi's movable dressing room dressed up the situa-
tion. 
Patrucco opened up a little strategy move as 
he smuggled three extra balls on the court but this 
move backfired when the students scored three 
buckets. 
The students hit from near and far on shots by 
Booby Marchand and Booby "25." 
Seeing that defeat was at hand, Coach Patrucco 
sent in his "East Asian Bandits" with less than 5 
minutes to go. It was futile, however as the students 
played so well it seemed as if they had at least 15 
players on the court. 
The faculty put the pressure on when 8'9" Shorty 
Klaiber stuffed one. But actually she was standing 
on three people and it was almost blocked by the 
students. 
In a last-ditch attempt to pull out the game, 
a certain Mr. Peck tried to bribe the official scorer. 
He was immediately arrested. 
The deadly accurate Healy was fouled by the 
entire faculty squad and was awarded 9 free throw 
attempts. She missed the first seven before Blank 
stuffed the basket from the botton end with Pa-
trucco's cane. The referee (a bonafide, impartial stu-
dent) called goal-tending and the game was the 
students'. 
In fact, the students should protest the game 
since the faculty played girls' rules with 13 men. 
But the best team won and it's all over but the 
crying for the faculty. 
Colloquium 
(Continued from Page 3) 
was chairman of the committee 
for advanced placement of the 
American History College En-
trance Examination Boards. 
League of America. He was a 
fellow of the American Council of 
Learned Societies in 1942 and is 
a member of Phi Betta Kappa. 
Life's History of the United States. 
Dr. Graff's lecture will be the 
next-to-last lecture in the Satur-
day morning Colloquium sessions. 
Professor Lillian Bloom of the 
RIC English Department will 
speak on American literature of 
the 1920's and 1930's on April 1st. 
A special closing session will be 
held in Donovan Dining Center 
on May 10th and will consist of 
dinner and a speech by Prof. Frank 
Friedel of Harvard on Franklin 
Roosevelt and the New Deal. 
He has contributed many artic-
les to journals and written a book 
on the Bluejackets with Perry in 
Japan, and collaborated with Jae-
His professional affiliations in- ques Barzun on The Modern Re-
searche1r, with John A Krout on 
elude the Middle States' Council of The Adventures of the American 
Social Studies, the American His- People, and with Clifford Lord on 
torical Association, and the Americau Themes. Professor Graff 
Authors' Guild of the Authors' is currently consulting editor for 
pute over how much the college 
should force students to do what 
is good for them. 
Dr. Lundberg, of the Social 
Scizence Department, made an in-
teresting comparison which is 
seldom made. He said, "The aca-
demic community provides a 
second chance - a probationary 
period. There is no second chance 
provision in athletics or drama -
if you get cut - you're cut." 
Sliding Scale Realistic 
Another of the good points of 
the system, according to the fa-
culty, is that it allows the Fresh-
men a chance to adjust to college 
since it does not apply to the first 
semester of the Freshman year. 
Related to this was the feeling of 
many that the indexes are moder-
ate and provide a good sliding 
scale. "The present graduation of 
acceptable grade - points was 
carefully calculated to be realis-
tic; a student on probation must 
do slightly above average work 
thereafter to stay ahead of the 
advancing grade-point." 
Another good point mentioned 
by a faculty member was that the 
distinctions between satisfactory 
and un-satisfactory work are 
clear-cut. 
Also, the probation system 
serves to remind a student that 
the academic aspect of college is 
the most important aspect. "The 
purpose of being a college student 
is, by far, to enrich one's self aca-
demically. All other matters are 
of a secondary nature. Students 
who come dangerously close to 
performing below standards ought 
not to spend their time on secon-
dary aims. The probationary status 
serves as an external force to re-
mind them of this." 
Finally, Dr. Whitman's comment 
probably represents the opinion 
of many. He said, "The only stu-
dents who are put on this proba-
tion are ones on the verge of fail-
ing out, who have evidently not 
been successful in studying under 
their own steam. Probation is a 
last try to get them back on the 
beam by supplementing their will-
power with some extra controls." 
This seems to express the feeling 
that probation is a necessary evil. 
The last question on the ques-
tionnaire asked the faculty to re-
commend changes in the system. 
Three felt that the probationary 
rule should be abolished although 
one of these three expressed some 
reservations. This person stated. 
"My sentiments tend to favor 
abolition of the probationary sys-
tem, but I should want to think 
very carefully about possible con-
sequences before actually recom-
mending such a move. One possi-
bility might be to keep the system 
in force for freshman and re-
admitted students who were dis-
missed for academic failure and 
do away with it for all others, but 
this is only a suggestion, not a 
firm recommendation." 
Several faculty members felt 
that the section of the probation 
rule dealing with extra-curricular 
activities should be liberalized to 
allow the student to participate in 
activities. Some felt that the stu-
dent on probation should be al-
lowed to continue participation in 
activities in which he is alread in-
volved at the time when he goes 
on probation. Dr. Freimanis men-
tioned as one of his two alterna-
tives, "Cl) A student on probation 
may not begin participation in a 
play, dance recital, etc., but may 
continue in it if he is placed on 
probation while rehearsals, etc. 
are in progress. Once the specific 
activity is over, he cannot start 
another one ... " (The other alter-
native was abolition of the proba-
tion rule.) 
Allow Exceptions 
An opposite solution to the sys-
tem of probation was proposed by 
several who felt the system should 
be tightened up. One such sugges-
tion was to require a 2.00 by the 
end of the fifth semester for all 
and from that point on the student 
would be required to remain above 
2.00. 
One other method proposed for 
removing the inequalities in the 
system was to allow petition and 
recommendation for making ex-
ceptions in certain cases. Miss Gil-
more of the Psychology Depart-
ment expressed it this way, "Dis-
cussion about amount and timing 
of participation should be made on 
and individual basis. Perhaps a 
student could be required to dis-
cuss the situation with his advisor 
or a member of the counseling 
staff and some record of his de-
cision could be kept on file. He 
might be required to sign an 
acknowledgement of his accept-
ance of the responsibility of im-
proving his performance whatever 
his activity pattern." 
One final proposal was to make 
probation mean more by requiring 
the student on probation to have 
conferences with counselors and 
by informing the teachers of the 
student on probation that he is 
on probation. 
In conclusion, the survey, which 
because of the poor return of 
questionnaires might best be called 
a sampling, showed that the aca-
demic probation system is not 
popular with the faculty. 
Mr. Rahoy 
(Continued from Page 3) 
also help others." 
Although not a pacifist and not 
a conscientious objector to a war 
which is justified and valid, he 
does object to the Vietnam War 
which he feels is immoral and il-
legal and actually genocide against 
the Vietnamese people by the 
United States. Mr. Raboy says 
that over two million people have 
been killed because of the War 
and that 70% of them are chil-
dren. 
Asked if he would serve in Viet-
nam, he says that he would go 
to jail for the rest of his life be-
fore picking up a gun to aid in 
that war. Moreover, he would not 
go to jail quietly but would fight 
every inch of the way as they 
took him to the cell. 
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Music Recital To Deal ··With 
Brahms-Chopin Comparison 
As part of the Music Depart-
ment series, Mr. Robert M. Boberg 
will give a piano recital and lec-
ture on Tuesday, ;March 14th in 
the Little Theatre. The program 
will feature a comparison of 
Brahms and Chopin in reference 
to rhythms, melodic ityle, har.J 
monic complexities, and use of 
form or musical structure. 
Mr. Boberg will play each piece 
and give the audience information 
about it as he compares the works 
of the two composers. Included in 
the comparison will 1be Brahms' 
"Ballade" (Opus 1), ·"Intermezzo" 
(Opus 117, Number 2), "Intermez- the faculty, comes from Michigan. 
zo" (Opus 118, Number 6), "Rhap- He received his A.B. in music 
sody" (Opus 79, Number 2) and from Brooklyn College and his 
Chopin's "Preludes" (Numbers 22 master's degree from the Univer-
and 4), "Etude" (Opus 25, Num- sity of Michigan. In addition to 
ber 1), "Nocturne in E 1Minor" other teaching assignments, Mr. 
(Opus 72, Number 1), and "Polon- Boberg was staff pianist at 1the 
aise in A-flat Major" (Opus 53). 
1
1 Interlochen National Music Camp 
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diamond ... a brilliant gem 
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cut. The name, Keepsake, 
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From The Sports Desk: 
Controversial Call For Jump Bal~ 
Was Pivotal Play of NAIA Tourney 
It was back in the 1890's that James Nai-
smith discovered that trying to throw a large 
ball into a peach basket hung high on a !barn wall 
made for an interesting means of passing those 
cold and inclement winter months. The game of 
basketball has undergone widespread changes 
since Naismith's day, with the original and mod-
ern day versions of the game resembling one 
another only vaguely. Take, for instance, the 
jump ball. In basketball's infancy jump balls 
were both commonplace and crucial since every 
basket scored was followed by a jump ball at 
midcourt. Today such a practice is unheard of, 
and basketball games which see more than ten 
jump balls are few and far between. 
Two Saturdays ago, however, Coach George 
Blackwell and the Salem State College basketball 
team which he directs found that a jump ball, 
although no longer commonplace, can still be 
crucial. As a matter of fact, it was a jump ball 
that cost Salem a game, a tournament, and an 
undefeated season in Rhode Island College's 
Walsh Center on February 25, 
With twelve seconds remaining in the District 
32 NAIA championship final between Salem 
State and Boston State, Salem's Dave Barriss 
received an inbounds pass from teammate Russ 
Ferris. Since Sa}em had a 77-76 lead, Boston 
State descended en masse upon Barriss, and 
three Bostonians pocketed him against the north 
sideline at midcourt. With nine seconds left, 
referee Earl Shannon's whistle blew and he sig-
nalled - to the immediate amazement of the en-
tire Salem delegation - for a jump ball. Boston 
State won the tap and the ball game when Rod 
Forbes tossed in a layup at the buzzer to give 
Jim Luscotoff's crew a heartstopping 78-77 vic-
tory. 
The intriguing and unfortunate aspect of 
Shannon's call was that it proba!bly was a bad 
one, or at least so most of the evidence on hand 
would suggest. F,irst of all, the large majority 
of observers in attendance contest that not one 
of the six hands which beleaguered Barriss were 
on the ball - where at least one of them should 
have been -. when the jump was called. Barriss 
was, to be sure, in deep trouble, and might have 
been tied up in another few seconds, but the ball 
was definitely his when the whistle blew. 
Moreover, Forbes, one of the trio of Boston 
players involved, w;lked into the Salem locker 
room at the end of the gl}.me and admitted to 
Barriss that he fouled him on the play. It would 
seem that Shannon, an excellent referee who in 
total handled the game superbly, erred at a par-
ticularly unfortunate moment. 
BRYANT SOUNDLY THRASHED 
So ended the hoop-la that was the National 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics District 
32 playoffs. Upon reflection they offered every-
thing I a basketball fan could ask for. There were 
four accomplished teams on hand (two of them 
undefeated) with a combined record of 74-12. 
There was a beautiful and relatively spacious 
playing facility in Walsh Center. There were 
two players (John Galaris and Tom Smile nec-
essarily in that order) who were prolific sc~rers. 
There -was a local entry. 
The tournament itself was every bit as im-
pressive as these circumstances might suggest. 
Three of the four games were barnburners (e.g., 
both of Boston's wins were by one point), both 
Galaris and Smile gave their followers something 
to cheer about, and not once was there even the 
threat of a power failure. The foremost testi-
mony to the tournament's overall success, how-
ever, was that the favorite did. not win. Seeing 
a powerful, well-coordinated team like Salem 
lose its first game since heaven knows when was 
a spectacle that most of all made the whole af-
fair well worth the price of admssion. 
That Salem would emerge from the tourna-
ment as it entered - unbeaten - was the con-
sensus of opinion among those most closely" ac-
quainted with the teams participating. Black-
well's squad already had twice trounced Boston 
State, and Quinnipiac was minus two starters 
from· the team that lost to Salem by ten points 
in December. Bryant, obviously, was an unarmed 
David among three Goliaths. 
It came as no surprise, therefore, when Salem 
administered a 104-85 spanking to Bryant in one 
of Friday night's semifinals. Bryant managed to 
gain a quick 7-0 lead in the opening minutes, but 
from that point on Salem dominated to a degree 
falling somewhere between a romp and a slaugh-
ter. Bryant's much heralded race horse attack 
turned out to be little more than a wild passing, 
poor percentage shot offense that played right 
into the hands of Salem's quick defense and ul· 
timately resulted in more ridiculously easy fast 
break baskets than the one thousand Bryant fans 
in attendance would care to admit. Smile did 
manage to score 27 points,-·but was no match for 
Galar~ who despite his understandable boredom 
scored 26 points, pulled down 10 rebounds and 
did some beautiful passing underneath. Every-
, thing considered, suffice it to say that history 
;has seen more evenly contested conflicts than the 
Salem-Bryant confrontation. 
I Salem thus advanced to Saturday's final 
against Boston State, a team which only with the 
greatest of difficulty defeated Quinnipiac, 65-64, 
in the other semifinal contest. Luscotoff's 
charges were less than impressive. on Friday, 
shooting only 30% from the floor and · barely 
squeezing past a Quinnipiac team which, as al-
ready mentioned, was without the services of 
two of its regulars. Boston did boast an aggres-
sive rebounder in Joe Casey and a deceptively 
good shooter in Rod Forbes, but Salem's unde-
feated season seemed not at all destined to _be 
ruined by those two alone. 
ONE MAN SHOW 
Bryant's poor showing on Friday and the pre-
conception of all that Salem would waltz past 
Boston served to make Saturday's crowd signifi-
cantly smaller than the SRO aggregation that 
filled Walsh Center to capacity for the first time 
on the previous night. Bryant fans, in particular, 
gave the impression of being fair weather friends 
by being some ninety per cent less in evidence 
than on Friday. It was just as well, for their 
heroes lost again in the consolation game, 79-74 
to Quinnipiac. All who stayed home must have 
realized that the most symbolically significant 
aspect of Bryant's 22-0 record was the zero. 
With the Bryant myth thus exposed, the only 
question which the evening seemingly had not 
yet resolved was the eventual margin of Salem's 
inevitable victory. As soon as the Boston-Salem 
final got under way, however, it was obvious that 
Jim Luscotoff had either shown his forces some-
old Celtic movies or poured some adrenalin in 
their orange juice at the hotel. Casey was giving 
Galaris and Co. all they could. handle under the 
boards, and Forbes was shooting with an ac-
curacy heretofore limited only to people with 
Salem. pasted on their uniforms. 
As the game pro-gressed a pattern gradually 
developed which suggested that Salem was in 
trouble. Galaris was his usual self (5 of 7 from 
the field and eight rebounds in the first half), 
but Salem's usually uncanny outside shooters 
were not hitting, and the Bostonians were re-
bounding with a resolve that made second shots 
the exception rather than the rule for Salem. 
This state of affairs resulted in a 40-38 Boston 
lead at intermission. 
Salem's second half resurgence - a team 
characteristic that has humbled more than one 
opponent - never came._ Their outside shooting 
did not improve, and quite naturally their reli-
ance on Galaris became more and more pro-
nounced. This fact did not go unnoticed by Lus-
cotoff, who so clogged the area around Galaris 
that he looked more like Tarzan slashing his way 
through a tropical rainforest than a basketball 
player. 
It should not come as a surprise, therefore, 
that four Boston State players fouled out trying 
to guard this most splendid of performers. Ga-
laris took sixteen foul shots in the second half 
and made fifteen of them. Only an inspired Bos~ 
ton State effort and,. it seems, a tainted call by 
the referee prevented him from singlehandedly 
bringing Salem the tournament crown. 
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Briston State Dumps R.I.C. In Playoffs 
Rouleau Scores 4.1, Eclipse§ 
McCaughey's One Game Record 
Despite a school record 41 point 
performance by Captain Dick 
Rouleau, the Rhode Island College 
basketball team was defeated by 
a strong Boston State squad, 105-
88, in the semi-finals of the New 
England State College Athletic 
Conference Southern Division 
playoffs. The Anchormen thus 
finished their season with a record 
of 13-10. The Boston State victory, 
achieved in Boston on February 
27, gained Coach Jim Luscotoff's 
charges a berth in the Southern 
Division final against Salem State 
College last Wednesday. Salem 
won that game 92-67. 
A combined and evenly divided 
50 point output from Joe Casey 
and Rod Forbes trumped a brilliant 
effort by Rouleau, whose shooting 
from.both near and far kept R.I.C. 
close on the heels of Boston State 
for three quarters of the game. 
Rouleau hit on 18 of 30 shots from 
the floor and on 5 of 8 from the minute and a half before inter-
free throw line in breaking Bill mission. 
McCaughey's previous high of 38 It was· at this point that Casey 
points scored in a single game, a once again made his presence felt 
record established in 1965. Only a by scoring five of the six consecu-
junior, Rouleau now has recorded tive points which the Warriors 
1611 points during his collegiate netted before the halftime buzzer. 
career, and next year needs only Casey scored 15 of his 25 points 
290 more to become the 'highest and blocked at least six R.I.C. 
scorer in Rhode Island College shots during the first twenty 
basketball history. minutes, and thus was the most 
A Futile Chase conspicuous contributor to the 43-
Although Boston State led. al- 32 lead his team held at the half. 
most from the ,outset, their victory A second half team all season 
did not come easily. A basket by long, the Anchormen made a vali-
Casey with 11 :50 remaining in the ant though unsuccessful bid for 
first half broke a 9-9 tie and gave victory during the final twenty 
Boston the lead for good. Slightly ·minutes. Pete Emond, who did not 
more than six minutes later, a score at all in the first half, 
jump shot by Mike Gi1bert gave sparked an R.I.C. · spurt which 
and home forces a 33-23 lead, but brought the Anchormen within 
two baskets by Rouleau and one five points, 49-44, with 16:51 still 
each by Mike Creedon and Jim remaining ·in the contest. Emond 
McGetrick helped to cut that mar- tallied 8 of his game total ten 
gin to only ffve points, 37-32, a points during this brief three 
Examinipg produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowl-
edge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around 
the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester·at sea on Chapman College's 
floating campus-now called World Campus Afloat. · 
Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville, Tennessee,-in the plaid dress-returned from the study-
travel semest_er to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe College. 
Jan Krnppers of Lawrenceburg, Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, ll,nd a 
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate ·studies in International Relations and re-
turned a secon? semester as a teaching assistan·t in Spanish on the world-circling campus. 
_ Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s .. s. RYNDAM, owned by the ECL Shipping 
(?o. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port activi-
ties are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship. -
As you read this, the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and 
graduate students thro~gh the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, 
Senegal, Morocco, Spam, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark and Great Britain, returning to New 
York May 25. 
Next fall World Campus Afloat-Chapman College will take another 500 students around the 
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring, a 1new student body will journey from 
Los Angeles to ports on both west and east coasts of South America, in western and northern 
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York. 
. For a catal~g desc!ibing ho_w you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educa-
tional plans, fill m the information below and mail. 
• World Campus A oat,DirectorofAdmi~sions 
Chapman College · 
Orange, ·californio 92666 ' 
Name_-;;;--~---------::::-:--:------- Present Statns 
(Last) (First) Freshman 
Campus addres,_ ________ Te..______ Sophomore ~ 
City _________ _,,,tate, _____ _L,.ip __ Junior O 
Senior □ 
Permanent addres,_ _______ Tel______ Graduate □ 
City _________ _.,tate, __ ,__ __ _.,_,ip __ M __ F __ 
Name of Schoo~---------------- Age · 
L The Ryndam is of West German registry. - · ---------------------
? r i :~ .: _:-_;_ 
Dick Rouleau 
minute stretch. 
The five point spread was as 
close as Coach William. Baird's 
crew could come however. On two 
subsequent occasions the Anchor-
men trailed by only five, but 
each time· the Bostonians rallied 
to make their lead considerably 
more comfortable. The latest in-
stance was with 11:19 remaining 
when Rouleau tossed in two foul 
'shots to make the score 65-60 and 
Boston State replied by recording 
eleven of the next fourteen points 
to go out in front by 76-63. For all 
intents and purposes, the verdict 
was decided at this point. 
Just as Casey was the outstand-
ing Boston State ,performer in the 
first half, so was Rod Forbes in 
the second. The blond sharpshooter 
hit on six of his seven post-inter-
mission field goal attempts and 
gav,e Casey plenty of help in the 
rebounding department. Like 
Casey, Forbes finished the game 
with 25 points. George Cotter and 
Mike Gilbert also finished in 
double figures, each tallying 10 
points. 
The Anchormen had two men in 
double figures aside from Rouleau 
as Creedon has 22 points and 
Emond 10. 
Rouleau's record breaking per-
formance capped a fine s,eason for 
the Central Falls resident. The 
41 point outburst brought his sea-
sonal point total to 643, an average 
of 27.9 per game. 












FG FT PTS 
9 7 25 
3 4 10 
3 4 10 
10 5 25 
0 I 1 
4 1 9 
3 2 8 
2 1 5 
, 3 0 6 
1 0 2 
R.I.C. 
FG IT PTS 
Emond 4 2 10 
McG'ick 2 1 5 
Breedon 8 6 22 
Rouleau 18 4 41 
Scott 1 0 2 
Pon'li 1 0 2 
Bushell 0 0 Q 
Law 0 0 0 
Silva 3 · 0 6 
Lord 0 0 0 
· Totals 39 27 105 Totals 37 14 88 
BOSTON STATE 43 62 - 105 
R.I.C. 32 56 - 88 
Officials: Hannon and Gentile 
Symposium 
(Continued from Page 1) 
feet of slavery on the slave. 
Genovese has disagreed with 
Elkins on several points of the 
above-mentioned book. For one 
thing, he feels that Elkins em-
phasizes psychology to the deteri-
ment of sociology. 
Rose won the Allan Nevins 
Prize for her Rehearsal for Re-
construction, which was published 
in 1963. She was commentator on 
Genovese's paper on the Elikins' 
book at a recent convention of 
historians, and is now working as 
editor of a forthcoming anthology, 
Slevery in America. 
Two Down, Five To Go 
F'or Undefeated Season 
The generally accepted thought 
that the basketball season is over 
as far as Rhode Island College is 
concerned demands reexamination. 
For although Coach William 
Baird's varsity hoopsters complet-
ed their season a week ago last 
Monday, a not at all disoriented 
band of the college's women are 
proving that one need not be male 
to dribble, shoot or rebound. 
Indeed, the women's basketball 
team of Rhode Island College is in 
the midst of a so far undefeated 
season. On Monday, February 20, 
the girls opened their campaign 
with a hard fought 29-25 victory 
over the University of Bridgeport. 
Coach Betty Mines' crew trailed 
9-8 at the end of the first quarter, 
but forged to a 17-15 halftime lead 
and were never headed thereafter. 
R.I.C.'s Linda Bowmer finished as 
the game's high scorer by tallying 
8 points. Her excellent outside 
shooting ultimately spelled disas-
ter for Bridgeport. 
That the win over Bridgeport 
was no fluke became evident when 
the team registered a 35-32 de-
cision over Central Connecticut on 
February 23. As in the confronta-
tion with Bridgeport, R.I.C.'s par-
ticularly strong bench paid hand-
some dividends as Coach Mines 
was able to substitute freely and 
still not hurt the squad's qverall 
performance. 
The girls' next game will be 
played tonight in Whipple Gym 
against Bridgewater College. 
Game time is 7 :00 p.m . 
Lowest Price on Gas 
Vinnie Duva' s Esso Statien 
-it§ MOUNT PLIASANT AVENUE 
ESSO EXTRA 31. 9 
&-SSO REGULAR 27.9 
